SINGLE ITEM
JAPANESE RICE CR ACKERS FROM STICKY RICE (AR ARE)
IN GENERAL, OUR RICE CRACKERS ARE BAKED FROM STICKY RICE - AKA - GLUTINOUS RICE
COATED WITH TRADITIONAL SAVORY JAPANESE SOY SAUCE WHICH CAN BE MADE GLUTEN-FREE, HAS A FIRM
BUT CRUNCHY TEXTURE RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE AS WHEAT CRACKERS AND NUT BAR WOULD BE.

*Flavored and Raw materials - All ingredients can be made with all natural,
gluten-free, kosher or organic materials.

NORIMAKI ORIGINAL

Our second best seller in Asia and USA.
Coated with soy sauce wrapped with seaweed.

SESAME MOON CRAX

Aromatic rice cracker from whole grain
black sesame mixed into the rice dough baked
and coated with soy sauce.

KAKINOTANE WASABI

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon coated
with soy sauce and wasabi.

KAKINOTANE SPICY

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon coated
with soy sauce and slightly spicy.

MINI NORIMAKI

Smaller sized Norimaki, crackers coated
with soy sauce wrapped with seaweed.

COFFEE ARARE

NORIMAKI STICK

Softer in texture compared to the normal
rice cracker coated with soy sauce and
wrapped with seaweed.

KAKINOTANE ORIGINAL

Aromatic whole coffee beans kneaded
into rice dough baked and coated
with caramel syrup.

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon coated
with soy sauce.

KAKINOTANE RED

KAKINOTANE CHEESE

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon and coated shaped into a crescent moon cheese flavored.
with red savory sauce.

KAKINOTANE CARAMEL

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon coated
with caramel syrup.
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KAKINOTANE PEACH

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon coated
with peach flavored syrup.
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KAKINOTANE TOM YUM

BIG KAKINOTANE
Hot chili / Cheese / BBQ

Traditional Japanese smaller rice cracker
shaped into a crescent moon coated
and seasoned with Thai Tom Yum flavor.

Traditional Japanese bigger rice cracker shaped
into a crescent moon coated with flavoring.

CHEESE RING WASABI

NORIMAKI CHEESE RING

CHEESE RING GOUDA
Cylindrical rice cracker filled
with gouda cheese.

CHEESE ALMOND

Cylindrical rice cracker filled
with wasabi flavored gouda cheese.

Cylindrical rice cracker filled
with cheese and wrapped with seaweed.

Elongated half cylindrical rice cracker
top with cheese and a single almond nut

RICE & BEANS CHIPS

RICE & BEANS CHIPS

RICE & BEANS CHIPS

Rice, black beans and Japanese red beans
blend baked to a thin square slice
seasoned with sea salt.

Rice, black beans and Japanese red beans
blend baked to a thin square slice
with mexican BBQ seasoning.

Rice, black beans and Japanese red beans
blend baked to a thin square slice
with sour cream seasoning.

RICE & BEANS CHIPS

RICE & BEANS CHIPS

ROUND BLACK SOY BEAN

Rice, black beans and Japanese red beans
blend baked to a thin square slice
with slightly spicy sriracha seasoning.

Rice, black beans and Japanese red beans
blend baked to a thin square slice
with tomato seasoning.

Our best saler, salted rice with whole
Japanese black soy beans crackers.

ROUND BLACK SOY BEAN

ROUND BLACK SOY BEAN ROUND BLACK SOY BEAN

Sea Salt

Sriracha

Salt Garlic Butter

Garlic butter rice with whole
Japanese black soy beans crackers.

Mexican Grilled

Tomato

Cheese

Cheese rice with whole
Japanese black soy beans crackers.
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Sour Cream

Salted

Salt and Lime

Salt and lime rice with whole
Japanese black soy beans crackers.
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ROUND BLACK SOY BEAN
Soy Sauce

Rice with whole Japanese black
soy beans crackers coated with soy sauce.

SQUARE BLACK SOY BEAN SQUARE BLACK SOY BEAN
Salted

Soy Sauce

Salted rice with whole Japanese
black soy beans crackers.

Rice with whole Japanese
black soy beans crackers coated with soy sauce.

SQUARE BLACK SOY BEAN SQUARE BLACK SOY BEAN
Teriyaki

Rice with whole Japanese
black soy beans crackers coated
with sweet and savory terriyaki sauce.

REGTANGLE
BLACK SOY BEAN

Spicy Lemon

Rice with whole Japanese
black soy beans crackers seasoned with
a small amount of chili and lemon zest.

KAO TAN

Salted

Salted rice with whole Japanese
black soy beans crackers.

KAO TAN

KAO TAN

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
coated with white chocolate durian.

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
dust with tomato and grounded basil.

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
dust with curry.

KAO TAN

KAO TAN

KAO TAN

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
dust with tom yum seasoning.

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
coated with syrup and coconut flakes.

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
dust with savory seasoning and
roughly grounded seaweed.

KAO TAN

KAO TAN

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
dust with sweet and aromatic
cinnamon powder.

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
seasoned with salt and garlic.

Choc Durain

Tom Yum

Cinnamon

Tomato Basil

Coconut

Garlic
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Crab Curry

Seaweed

KAO TAN

Honey Mustard

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
seasoned with mustard and honey.
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KAO TAN

KAO TAN

Hot Chili

FRIED GOCHUJUNG

Oregano BBQ

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
seasoned with chili/paprika powder.

Fried whole grain rice risotto chips
seasoned with smoky flavorings
and dried oregano leaves.

FRIED OREGANO

FRIED TWIST ARARE
Chili Paprika

Fried rice cracker chunk seasoned with
dried oregano leaves no larger than a thumb.

Fingerling size twisting fried rice cracker
seasoned with paprika and a touch of chili.

Fried rice cracker chunk coated with
korean sweet and sour sauce with a small
amount of chili, size no larger than a thumb.

SPICY TWIST

Twisted stick sticky rice cracker
with a dash of chili sauce and sprinkle
of black seaweed.

AONORI TWISTED STICK
(Herbal twisted stick)

SOY SAUCE TWIST
Twisted stick sticky rice cracker
with soy sauce.

Fried crisp rice cracker
dust with BBQ flavor.

FRIED SHRIMP

LARGE SOYA CRESCENTS

FRIED CHILI CRACKER
Sweet Chili / Wasabi / Chiang Mai /
Japanese Curry

Twisted stick sticky rice cracker with a
savory sauce and a sprinkle of green seaweed.

Fried crisp rice and shrimp bits cracker
with savory seasoning.

Flat chunky rice cracker in the shape
of a crescent moon dipped in soy sauce.

FRIED BBQ

Fried rice cracker with a firm texture
seasoned with different savory seasoning.

BAKED CHILI CRACKER
Sweet Chili / Wasabi / Chiang Mai /
Shichimi / Salt Vinegar
Baked rice cracker with a firm texture
seasoned with different savory seasoning.

MOCHI NUGGET
Tamari Soy Sauce

Soft puffed rice cracker coated with
dark Japanese sweet and savory sauce.
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MOCHI NUGGET
Sriracha

Soft puffed rice cracker
seasoned with sour and spicy Thai sauce.
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MOCHI NUGGET
Seaweed

MOCHI NUGGET
Sea Salt

Soft puffed rice cracker seasoned with
savory seasoning and seaweed.

Soft puffed rice cracker
dusted with simple sea salt.

MOCHI NUGGET
Jalapeño

BANANA RIBBONS

MOCHI NUGGET
Salt Vinegar

Soft puffed rice cracker
seasoned with salt and vinegar.

BANANA ROLL

Fried thinly sliced cavendish banana
unique with alittle bit of green peel.

Fried thinly sliced cavendish banana
shaped into rolls and coated with syrup.

Crunched baked rice crackers into
small grits for food ingredient.

ARARE FLAKES
Pie Crust/Crumbs

Crunched baked rice crackers
mixed with butter and pressed into
a small pie crust shape.

TRIANGLE ARARE
Soy Sauce / Cheese / Teriyaki / Sriracha

COATED GREEN PEA
Salt / Wasabi

COATED PEA NUT
Wasabi

COATED PEA NUT
Tom Yum

Soft puffed rice cracker seasoned
with savory seasoning of Jalapeño.

ARARE FLAKES
Plain / Paprika

Rice cracker made from sticky rice
baked to a softer in texture shaped into a
triangle and coated/seasoned with seasoning.

Crunchy green pea coated with flour
and lightly seasoned with seasoning.

Coated pea nut flavored with wasabi.

Coated pea nut coated with wheat and
seasoned with Thai Tom Yum sauce and herbs.

CHILI BALL

YAKKO ARARE
Soy Sauce

YAKKO ARARE
Spicy

Small sized rice cracker coated with
chili sauce and sprinkle with black seaweed.

Twisted square rice cracker
coated with soy sauce.
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Slightly spicy twisted square rice cracker.
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PROTEIN CHIPS
BBQ / Seaweed / Sea Salt

SQUARE GOMA ARARE

ROUND RICE CRACKER

CHEESE ARARE PUFF

Rice cracker mix with varieties of protiens
crunchness depends on what type of protein added.

Lightly baked rice cracker with
a soft texture and dipped in soy sauce
sprinkle with black seaweed.

Baked thin square slice of rice cracker
with whole sesame grain.

ROUND GOMA ARARE
Sriracha / BBQ / Cheese / Hot Chili

Small chunk of crunchy rice cracker
dipped in flavored cheese sauce.

SAKURA ARARE

SWEET SESAME

Baked thin square slice of rice cracker with Rice cracker cut into sakura flower shape.
sesame mixed in the dough, this is more
puffed up thanthe regular Round Goma whish
translate to a softer texture.

RICE PAPER SEAWEED
BBQ / Sour Cream / Sea Salt

Black seaweed wrapped with rice paper
and deep fried till crisp seasoned with uniuqe seasoning.

CASHEW ARARE
BBQ

SEAWEED SANDWICH

Rice cracker bits and sesame and arare flakes
sandwiched between seaweed.

BUBU SNACK

Light rice cracker cut into a cashew nut
shape and seasoned with BBQ seasoning.

Tiny rice cracker with the siameter
around 3-6 millimeters perfect for adding a little
crunchness to a batter or other food ingredient.
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Baked thin round slice of rice cracker with whole
sesame grain seasoned with savory seasoning.

SCORED ARARE
Spicy Lemon

Scored rice cracker on one side
and coated with spicy lemon sauce
topped with heabal kaffir lime leaves.

TEMPURA SEAWEED
Sriracha / Wasabi / Sea Salt / BBQ
Black seaweed dipped in batter with
sesame and deep fried till crisp seasoned
with uniuqe seasoning.

SEICHO ROUND

Simple rice cracker with
waves pattern and dipped in soy sauce.

MATSUBA

Tiny rice cracker sticks around
3-6 millimeters and about 20 millimeters long,
can be used or topped other food or desserts.
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